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Dear kir. `arks • 
Source materials relating to eolitiAcal aanasainations are notoriously un-

dependable. Most are improvisations based on ripoffs of whet was not authentic 
to begin with. With reuse further distortatons and exaggerations are added for 
attradtivenees or to conform with pet belief. 

an enormous amount of nava:less concture is represented as fact. eythelegiea 
have come to be accepted as fact from mere repetition and Quotation. It has Comm: to 
the point where I cannot recognize my own work when cited and quotede 

Inrecent years the plague has infested those who now have actress to original 
records. Their represeatatians often bear little or no resemblance to the records 
allegedly used. 

When someone like you, who has a regular job, undertakes a rewrite he begins 
eith the lions and ends wishing it had been a analee-pit. 

Twoz reasons iepel me to write aftee a glance at your last Sundayie piece. it 
awaite me on my return from a trip. 

First I suggest that you burn everything you have writ,enz one the subject and 
scatter the ashes in the dark of night. if you do not neither your reputation nor 
self respect will survive. 

Secondly, onle too often I am embarenneed by remote-generation representation 
of my work that often persuadesthe reader my actual work and belief are reflected. 

The totality of factual error is astounding. 
Aside from some proper names and the fact that there were transcripts and they 

were classified tore is virtually no cerrect Kilarinse statement. 
The case did not gn to the Supreme Court. It did not get to the emoals court, 

either. There is no convection, by date or otherwise, with Ehrlichman. The January 
21 transcript was not involved and you refer to an entirely different lawsuit in any 
event. Only 10 pages of the Saneaey 21 transcript were eithheld. There never was any 
March 4 transcript and there were later ones. I recently obtained two and made them 
public, with wire-service coverage. I did not u9urmis40)that those session concerned 
Oswald and in fact knew they did not. None of the content you cite exists= at all. 

The rest of tne piece ie faithful to chat i say - incredibly inaccurate. 
Despite extensive knowledge of the nut literature T have trouble identifying 

your sources. It makes me wonder if some "researcher" has taken advantage of you. 



These kinds of pieces havo a way of pessing through official hands and getting 

deposited in official files as my belief and writing. They thus do become hurtful 

to me. 

Thu FBI once told the ILI Wilite Rolls:, that an annual religious gathering at 

ny hove war an annual celebration of the Russian Revolution, allegedly based on a 

repr% in its files. When I gave the 'i epartment of Justice iliaication of the existence 

of what later became known as the eointelpro operations this was recorded by the 

EDI as use conspiring with the motional States Rights'Oarty to defers the FBI. 
host of those who take the time to write books about the political assassinations 

and deeply concerned and very serious. It therefore is not easy for me to write 

you as i do. 

It is an at of friendship, not of aniEosity, as you wil/ learn if you birth 
4 

the monster. Please believe me or that monster will be on your back tho rest of 

your writing life. 

Please mmis excuse the haste and the typing. I've been aware for a very 

tiring week. I wrii-a only to save you from what you ;lay not belioir, me can be 

considereble embarl..assment if not also professional harm. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


